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About This Game

EZ4u is a hardcore platformer, where the man named Boris was absorbed by the strange green artifact. He have to complete 23
levels, which will surprise you with incredible difficulty. Will Boris be able to get out from this trap? Let's try.

Features:
-23 levels

-6 chapters consist of 23 levels
-23 most difficult levels of your life

-Boss-level
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Title: EZ4u
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Egor Domashenkin
Publisher:
Sergey Domashenkin
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integated

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English
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Not bad, not good. I enjoyed the boxing.. A cute logic puzzle.. This was awesome! A bit of a workout though. Great game,loved
the ending. Simply awesome. I dont recomand it !. Stunningly beautiful artwork! The puzzles overall were actually pretty
simple. I could make it easily through the entire game without having to look anything up online even once. The story is okay. I
enjoyed it.
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Kind of buggy, and basically Bejeweled meets Somewhat ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Storyline. But really, Bejeweled was fun, and this is like
Bejeweled with a plotline. Worth it if it's on sale.. meh...

In my opinion the only good part about this game is the trading cards.. I really wish there was a neutral rating button...

MLD has a beautiful art tyle and a very interesting way to tell its compelling story.
Sadly, it falls rather flat when it comes to gameplay. While it is engaging in its simplicity, it gets repetitive quite soon,
considering the game expects you to to the same over and over. The devs tried to ease this, making it less work to play each day
but..
Also, while not expensive, imo it's still slightly too much money for the limited amount of gameplay.

If you're looking for something with a great presentation and you can stomach a lack of deep gameplay, go for it (especially if
you don't mind the 15€ price tag). But if you want something to play over and over, you might want to look elsewhere :/. It has
good music.
It has an ok gameplay.
Puzzle platform game.
It has a story.

Sometimes graphics seem like crude and unpolished.
Same goes for the intro fx loop that loops incorrect.

I got it during a big discount. In such circumstances I fully recommend it.
It's not bad but it's not something jaw dropping either.. Runbow is an addicting, fun and very very colourful game. I'll say that.

ALSO WHY DO I LOVE THE MUSIC SO MUCH. Dark Void Zero brings back the classic "NES difficulty", where games
were short but hard as balls to beat.
Besides the difficulty, it also captures the rest of the 8-bit feeling perfectly. Play this for a couple of hours straight and you'll
probably think that you were playing some obscure NES game on an emulator this whole time.

The levels follow the old "get keycards, open new part of level, repeat until end of level is reached" formula. This is then layered
on with hard enemies and deliciously kind-of-frustrating controls (it's more frustrating when you're using the jetpack power-up,
when you're on foot, the controls are actually extremely simple and straight-forward).
As if this wasn't enough to make it a controller smashing game, there aren't any continues. You die 3 times (or more, since there
are 1UPs through the levels) and you gotta start the level all over again and get the keycards again.

Buy it, play it, do whatever you want with it.

EDIT: !!READ THIS PART, PLEASE!! --- I forgot to mention something that some people love to complain about because... I
dunno, they just do (I understand the frustration this brings, but calm yourselves. If this is a dealbreaker for many of you, then
what in the actual ♥♥♥♥ is wrong with you?). There is an extra layer of DRM on this game, aside from Steam. The overall
hated SecuROM.
This piece of DRM imposes a set number of times your game can be activated.
There's a limit of 20 activations now since Capcom raised the number, instead of the 5 activations it had before.
>>NOW THIS IS THE IMPORTANT PART!<<: There's a way you can avoid using the activations. Before you uninstall the
game for whatever reason, do this: right-click the game on your Steam library, go to "Properties" and then "Set launch options",
write "/revoke" (without the quotation marks, of course) and RUN THE GAME (you must do this before uninstalling it!!)... and
now you're safe to uninstall it without losing one of the activations!

Have fun without having to worry about the DRM!
Oh, and one more thing: whatever is said about SecuROM using the CPU like crazy is NOT true.. this is such a small, pointless
game that i wouldn't download for free let alone pay for it.. Once upon a time,
Came a broken train,
Then it got fixed,
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If you buy it again.

Now DTG have your money,
They thought it would be funny,
Enjoy your new train,
Because it's exactly the same.
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